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M.I.S. Logic LTD is a new emerging company introducing itself as a complete service provider of 

business consultancy, financial, and technological services. With deep expertise and knowledge of 

market needs, we have a professional approach when competing in providing services of high quality 

and even beyond.

MIS Logic LTD team are a group of qualified, smart, and driven people who dedicate themselves to 

get the job well-done. At MIS Logic LTD, each individual represents the spirit of the whole team and is 

aware of how limitless is our potential to grow.

This PowerPoint will be a small introduction to some of our products with a small explanation about 

each product

Introduction



Product Name Volume Limiting
Leverage 

Management
Margin Controller Bonus 

Functionality 1) Limit the amount 

of net open 

positions (Lots) 

per security per 

MT4 Group

2) Hedged position

s are excluded 

from the 

calculation of net 

positions

3) Automatically 

reject opening 

new positions or 

closure of 

hedged positions 

to prevent 

exceeding the 

defined volume

1) Define maximum 

allowed leverage 

based on equity 

balance ratio

2) Scan & Update 

leverage level in 

the accounts 

based on the 

predefined 

equity/balance 

ratio

3) Inform clients 

and group 

managers about 

any changes via 

internal mail

This plugin aims to 

prevent traders 

from abusing the 

hedge facility where 

some of them 

accumulate multiple 

positions in 

opposite direction 

and end up by 

closing all the 

positions in one 

direction and have 

a bigger amount of 

lots than his margin 

allows him to. 

Closure of hedged 

position is rejected 

and the message:

“No available 

Margin is displayed”

The plugins’ 

purpose is to 

prevent traders 

who get a bonus 

( virtual credit ) 

from consuming it 

in case of Stop Out



Product Name Risk Manager IP Address Detector Trading Time Control

Functionality 1) Scan MT4 groups on hourly 

basis and detect the 

following:

a. Pip Hunter: A trader that 

always closes the trade at a 

certain number of pips 

b. Hit & Run: A trader that 

always closes a trade after a 

certain time

c. Equity Spike: An account 

whose account’s equity 

increased by a certain 

percentage

2) Change the color of the 

accounts based on category

for easier recognition

3)     Sending an email to 

predefined emails where 

each account and the type it

belongs to is obvious

1) Detect and send IPs to to the 

admins on daily basis

2) Used to prevent malicious logins 

done by the accounts

The aim of plugin is to prevent 

trading for a predefined 

interval of time, or between 

opening & closure per trade 

to prevent scalpers /

hitters & runners



Product Name Feed Monitoring MT4 Server Monitor MT4 – SMS service IB Plugin 

Functionality 1) Monitor the Market watch 

and notify admins about a 

frozen price per symbol

2) Notification occurs via 

email

3) Disable trading on wrong 

quote due to freezing 

prices

4) Notify admin and enable 

trading after the feed is 

restores

Monitor the MT4 server 

and notify admins if it 

is down for a 

predefined period of 

time

Send SMS to clients to al

ert them about:

1. Deposit/Withdrawal

/Credit In/Credit 

out transaction

2. When SL/TP order 

is filled

3. When margin call 

level is hit

4. Send Breaking news

Also, sms can be sent to 

subscribers of your 

website to increase the 

creation of leads

Automatic calculation 

and distribution of 

commission between 

several number of IB. 

It occurs based on 

security level and in 

terms on Money or 

Pips 



Product Name Advance Bonus Auto Bonus MT4 Web API Hedging Manager

Functionality Convert Bonus credit given 

for some accounts to real 

cash deposit after the 

closure of certain amount 

of lots. The conversion can 

be for either the full or 

partial amount of the 

credit

This plugin allows 

you to define a 

bonus that is 

automatically 

deposited in the 

account when a cash 

deposit occurs. This 

can be for the firs 

deposit only or on 

every deposit done. 

The bonus is a certain 

percentage of the 

deposit done and is 

predefined in the 

plugin.

This plugin allows 

external web apps 

to communicate 

easily with the mt4 

server. It can read, 

write, adjust 

records in MT4.

1) Non-dependent 

MT4 to MT4 

bridge to 

connect two 

MT4 accounts 

to each other

2) Easy setup with 

no need to 

access the 

server of the 

account or the 

LP

3) Bridging can 

occur on Group, 

account, or 

symbol level



Product Name Virtual Dealer Weekend Manager Automatic Rollover MT4 Account Copier 

Functionality 1) Automate the 

execution of 

orders on MT4

2) Define risk 

profiles to 

categorize type 

of clients

3) App risk profiles 

on group / 

account / 

symbols / 

security level

This plugin deletes 

all SL/TP during the 

weekend to avoid 

gap hunting. It also 

clears negative 

balances, and can 

change margin 

requirements on 

weekends.

This plugin 

automatically closes 

all positions on 

expired future 

contracts on market 

price and reopens 

the trades on the 

new contract on 

market price.

Allows you to copy 

one or many mt4 

accounts from one 

server to another 

including personal 

details and full 

account history.



For further information or assistance contact us via:

1) Email: support@mislogic.com

2) Call Us: +357-99-343857

3) Website: www.mislogic.com

mailto:support@mislogic.com

